CASTELLETTO di BRANDUZZO – ITALY

...since 2001
Inaugurated in 2001, the Castelletto car / motor racing circuit is recognized as one of the most technical
medium-slow tracks in Italy.
The many sporting disciplines practiced on the track, such as Rally, Drift, Legends Cars, Buggy, Salita,
Formule as well as Ferrari and Lamborghini, have ensured the technical and safety of the track.
Castelletto is a meeting place and automotive testing, with enthusiasts who can try their own racing cars or not,
or try their hand at tests with our Legends Cars.
Mechanical assistance and monthly storage services are important additions.
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The development of the track in an anti-clockwise direction is 1900 meters of excellent asphalt also studied for
the wet tests, with an average width of 10 meters, well positioned curbs and 16 different curves (9 left + 7 right)
with a straight line of 350 meters. Escape spaces designed specifically for motorcycles and therefore excellent
for cars, lane separator jersey along the entire track make it one of the safest and most modern circuits for
anyone who wants to drive.
The driving courses for cars and motorcycles are dedicated to everyone, novice drivers and those who want to
improve their driving techniques in complete safety in all road and atmospheric conditions. Experienced pilotsinstructors will always be at the side of the students.
Safety will be the cornerstone of every course, without neglecting the right adrenaline, involvement and fun on
the track.
In case of bad weather, only for motorcycle courses, these will be traced back to a date to be defined, without
any increase in cost.
The car courses will take place on reaching the minimum number of members, regardless of weather
conditions.

AVAILABLES MACHINES

BMW Formula

CAN-AM Maverick
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FERRARI – LEGEND CAR - LAMBORGHINI

FERRARI on circuit
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DRIVING COURSE: RALLY

The introductory courses for the competitive rally or track are organized on request.
Our drivers-instructors, coming from the Italian Rally Championship and the Italian Touring Speed
Championship, assist students in a training useful to bring out the personal characteristics of each driver,
highlighting the aerodynamic aspects, trim, trajectories and guidance on the different types of funds.
The courses are carried out with the track / rally car of the school.
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DRIVING COURSE: DRIFT

All instructors are professional pilots and participants in the King of Italy competition that has reached the
highest levels in Italy for the drift.
Objective of the course and learn techniques that allow you to manage a car beyond its grip limit and
completely out of control.
The course includes a few briefings and an intense and specific activity by car.
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DRIVING COURSE: LEGENDS CARS
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The Legends Cars are small cars that recall the American cars of the '30s and' 40s and match a fantastic chassis
to an easy, safe and overbearing mechanic (Yamaha 1300 cc - air / carburettors - FJR and / or XJR) .
Over 20 countries organize competitions and official events that attract thousands of people and now also in
Italy CSAI has authorized the first homologations.
Competitions and events of all kinds (speed / challenge / slalom / climbs and rally-circuits) are also
proliferating in our country.
The Legends Cars sports course is a prerequisite for learning the driving techniques to start the competitive
activity with these fabulous cars.
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CASTELLETTO CIRCUIT

LOCATION: northern Italy
VERY TECHNICAL TRACK: A NEW EXPERIENCE OF DRIVE
LENGHT of CIRCUIT: about 1900 MT
PERSONALIZED DRIVING COURSES
DRIVING EXPERIENCE: FERRARI
LAMBORGHINI
LEGENDS CARS
TRIKES DRIFT and MORE OTHER ACTIVITIES

www.omemory.it/castelletto-circuit
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